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ADOPTION OF1 THE AGENDA AMD ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK Of THE SESSION (item 4

of the revised provisional agenda) (E/CN.14/420/Rey.l)

Mr. PRATT ,(Sierra Leone), supported by Mr. KHUMALO (Swaziland) and

Mr. MASIRE (Botswana), proposed that an item entitled "Reports .of the Commit

tee on Recruitment and Training" be" added,to the revised provisional agenda .-

(E/CN. 14/420/

' ' It was so decided." ' - ■. ■

The revised provisional agenda, as amended, was adopted.

Mr. MASIRE (Botswana) suggested that the Commission should divide

into two committees. ' '

The CHAIRMAN, referring to rule 19 of the rules of procedure, called

for suggestions concerning the division of agenda items between the plenary

meeting, and the two committees. , .....

Mro PRATT (Sirra Leone) proposed-that the plenary meeting should

.deal with items 5 (b), 6, 7 (i)> 8 (as soon as the committees' recommendations

had been received), .9, 10 (as soon as Committee I's recomnendations had been

received), 12 (as soon as Committee II's recommendations had been received)

13.,; 14 and the new item, Committee I with items 7 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e),

(f), 8 and 10 and Committee II with item .7 (g), (h), 8, 11 and 12. Each of

the committees should.be chaired.by one of the Commission's Vice-Chairmen.

. Mr. MASIRE (Botswana) considered that the Vice-Chairmen would want.

to be present when the plenary meeting was discussing'matters, of policy and

wondered if it would be necessary for the committees- always to be chaired

by. the Commission's Vice-Chairmen.

Mr. ECHARIA (Kenya) suggested that the difficulty would be overcome

if each committee were to elect a Vice-Chairman to act in the absence of the

Ghairman. . ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ' ■ ■ ... ■'

■ It was so agreed."

Mr.. MASIRE (Botswana) suggested.that, in order.to save time, Asso

ciate Members and Observers^should be asked to circulate-texts of their

statements rather than read them in.plenary meeting. . . ■ - , ,

The CHAIRMAN said that a decision on that matter would be taken later.
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CONSIDERATION .OF THE ^ECOT.IVE SECRETARY;^ REPORT "A VENTURE jEfiT 'SELF-RELIANCE -

TEN YEARS OF ECA" (e/cn.14/424); (continued). -. ■ ■ ■-. ;. - ,

. Mr... PRATT (Sier.ra. Leone) congratulated the Executive Secretary and

his staff on their extensive,, research work over the-'past decade ■ and on the

valuable reppr-fc before the .Commission (E/CN.I4/424). •>

He assured the Executive Secretary, who had referred the previous day

to ,a scheme for increasing West African rice production^^tbat^his government

would welcome the team .which.was shortly to visit the area in .that,connexion.

Referring to ECA's future activities, he said that the Executive Secre

tary's report dispelled the misconception under which Africa had long'laboured,

namely, that it could not develop through its own efforts alone and that it

was dependent on the good-will, or the whims, of others. At the same time,

the report pointed to the adage that "'God helps those who help themselves".

Thus, to achieve real progress, Africans would have to rely more on their

own efforts, while recognizing the inter-dependence of all countries in a

world that wasJgrowing smaller every day,-- ■ ' " J . '

. The inain problem in the world was. poverty. The Philadelphia Decl&ra

tion of ILO stated that poverty anywhere was a threat.to prosperity everywhere,

but many who had signed the Declaration seeme,d to have lost sight of that

fact* It was not his intention to impeach the motives of the developed,coun

tries, but it had to be recognized, in any discussion of self-reliance, that

those countries were not prepared' to spare for development 1 per cent of the

■trillions of dollars they spent annually on exploring space and manufacturing

weapons of destruction";'^ '■'"il '" ': '■ "' ' . '

During the many references to external aid, he had asked himself why

Africa needed such aid: was1 it so poor, the volume of its resources so low,

its people so inherently 'stupid/ that it could not sustain its own development

effort? He could not accept that the answer to that question was in the affir

mative. Developing countries often said that they needed trade^.not aid;

but they had always enjoyed trade relations with tiie developed countries and

had still not improved their position.. Self-reliance, .therefore, would not

be achieved by increasing trade. Furthermore, he noted from paragraph 29
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of the Executive Secretary's report,, that:.the, export trade of African coun

tries had increased at an'annual average rate of. 8 per cent between 1960:ahd

1966, while imports into Africa had risen, if Algeria was. excluded, by.about

only 6 per cent, according, to the statement in paragraph 31,of the report, .

There had not, however,-"been a corresponding increase, in Africa's ..foreign - -

exchange reserves. In that connexion, he referred the Commission-to..para-* ,<.-

graph 33 of the: Executive Secretary's report .and quoted, relevant figures...from

an'excerpt of an IMP''publication contained in document E/CN.I4/LU/ECOP/3 •. ■

(Table 6)a : ' ''"' '"' ' '

That state of affairs oou3,d not be attributed solely to the: oft-cited

problems of tariff barriers and access to .markers; a major cause,was the

adverse1 effects oh the invisible account of shipping, banking and insurance

transactions - ail areas in which ECA should endeavour to .promote self-reliance

in the'coming decade.

Referring to the list of per capita incomes of developing countries

cited in the outgoing Chairman's opening address, he observed that some of

the countries low on the scale were rich in mineral deposits that were being

exploited.by companies based in the developed countries. He wondered whether

the real per capita incomes in those countries were as stated, or whether

some other, invisible, figures had been taken into account. Whether they

had /been or not, the fact remained that those countries, though rich in min-

erals7 were living in poverty. He saw no reason why African mineral resources

should be exploited by foreign - non-African - firms. Was African ability

too poor, African intelligence too low to organize such enterprise's? He

doubted it.

A little over 2,000 years ago, Pliny the Ypunger had said that "Some

thing new always comes out of Africa". Self-reliance was something new:

to achieve it, Africans would have to devise new strategies for dealing with

their economic and social problems. ECA, which should not feel tied to any

other organization, should become less of an academic forum and more of a

functional organ. The time had come foa* it to move on from research and -

studies to effective implementation, Jt should, moreover, endeavour in the

next decade to get its members to work together as a team since, vis-a-vis
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the developed countries, Africa was -disorganised. A more constructive

approach was:needed, particularly .at the regional level. : ■ ' ' : ■

. The Secretary-GeneraT had said, in his opening address, that the United

Nations would like ECA to be the window through which it saw Africa - but it

was necessary to be near a window to see through it. He therefore considered

that the United Nations should channel all its'efforts in Africa, as well'

as those of the TOP and the specialized'agencies, through ECA, whose terras-of

reference should/be redefined in the light of present-day African realities.

In conclusion, he appealed to the developed countries not to embark on

an ■economic balkanisatioh of Africa and'urged the" developing countries to

think in terms of the wider; nationalism' advocated by the Kenyan representa

tive. -Above all, in- the.'coming decade, Africans'should concentrate their

attention>on their.own organization -the Economic Commission for Africa,



Mr. OMABOE (Ghana) said that despite opposition'byth&idoionial

Powers and scepticism in other quarters, .ECA,.had-been established11-t*y"'the

United Nations Economic' and Social Council-.as a result of the-determination

oifthe few African States whicivhad then, attained .independence;--an'dit had

justified its existence. His country was proud to be one of the- founding

v- ,■■>■■/Members, -It was 'significant that the Members of the United. Hatipns...which had

■ :.v'ha&-reservations about its 'foundation were represented at t&e session.

. The membership of the. Commission had increased from nine to over'"forty,

and it was looking, forward to.welcoming the, remaining colonial territories

and liberated South Africa as members. , ... ■ - ■ '■■■, '. "

Ten years before, the leader-of his delegation had said that the United

• Nations had two major tasks to perform in Africa: to help.it attain economic

-'*■*''"independence and to help eliminate the barriers between the various 'countries.

. .,. .-. _,. The -Secretariat's report (E/CN.14/424) showed that the first of those

_ ^ , tasks wa,s;;.far from completed.. Economic independence did not mean economic

. isolationism, because'it was obvious- that.Africans economic prosperity was

linked, with that of the whole world. In 1958| when' the,economic policies of

■■- th.e. African region-were largely being decided outside Africa, the original

members.,;o.^ ECA,had; expected that independent African nations would adopt it

as their own institution and make it an effective, agency, for.the economic

' advancement of:the region. Although it.had.developed during.the past .ten

years, the interest of the member States,, appeared to be waning, as could be

seen from the level of representation at the different sessions. . ' . "■.

;. Economic and administrative experts constantly emphasized the advantages

■ of ..decentralization, as- a means of achieving maximum speed and;''efficiency in

: the..execution of programmes^.- That'principle had1 been, adopted by' the:-United

, Nations over: ten years' before but had never bWen'seriously put1 into effect,

.. althoughi;the...siEie;-.of the'Organisation's programmes for trade and industrial

development had-:;grown- tremendously during that period.' His "delegation;i'^n- • '

dorsed the.;.request, made, by the. preceding 'Ciiairman''"that1 that decision should

. be. implemented and .proposed -that' the fiill'";degree of decentralization which

it was possible to achieve should be completed by the beginning-of the second
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Development Decade.' Decentralization meant that the African countries would

have a decisive voice in the operation of United Nations programmes and that

the agencies working for Africa would be regarded as its own agencies working

■ with the African countries in accordance with their directives.

With regard to the second task, it was gratifying to note the wave of

enthusiasm within the past two years regarding the creation.of fcub-regional

economic groupings. It was too early to say to what extent that new interest -

would be translated into concrete achievements but it was to be hoped that

ECA, which had helped in the creation of some of them, would continue to pro

vide the necessary guidance and that member countries themselves would recog

nise the urgent need for economic co-operation0

- The economic report indicated that the gross domestic product per capita

for the region had grown by little more than 1 per cent per annum, which meant

that it would take about 70 years to double the African's present low standard

of living. Almost all the developed countries.were progressing at a rate which

would enable them to double their already high standards of; living in about

2© years so that, unless something drastic was done, the gap between the two

would be constantly widening- If ECA was given the necessary support and

direction, it could be a major instrument in redressing that situation.

The work of ECA during the past ten years had been devoted to research

and study to identify and define the economic■problems; of Africa. Although

' clearer definitions were necessary, sufficient data had been collected to

make it possible to procede to the more important phase of applying solutions

to those.problems. That would call for a change or emphasis In the work of

the Commission to /enable it to produce a plan of operation for exploitation

of the natural and human resources of the continent which would command the

fullest support of all member States. It was therefore necessary to examine

the structure and organization of the Commission to determine whether it was

capable'of assuming those'new responsibilities-efficiently; The ECA was

Africa's own Commission, and it was what the member States made it, it-would■

be regrettable indeed if they became disenchanted with.it and withdrew their

active support. ■ ■.■■.■■' ■ ' .
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On several occasions the Secretarial; had emphasized to'sub-regional

..groupings that ECA's role was to' encourage the' movement towards economic

co-operation and then leave the participating Governments to manage their

own programmes- The responsibility for'economic co-operation rightly belonged

to the Governments concerned but it was obvious that successful economic co

operation was "based on concrete measures and that no sub-regional group could

yet count on its own resources alone to prepare such projects and programmes

in the required detail. , It should.therefore be possible to call on inter

national assistance to work out the. complicated details. His 'delegation--

suggested that '.tlie ECA.Secretariat-should be strengthened to enablo if-So '

provide that assistance; it..hoped that-: the session-would; adopt a resolution

to that effect, and,would request, the neoessary changes, in the present rules

of operation of.the United Nations-, system in order, to give the Secretariat'

definite operational responsibilities, within the UKDP and ITC systems.

His delegation hoped that all the West African States would support the

West African.Rice Scheme and that-many more'such schemes would be launched"

by EGA; ■ ' ; ■■ ■' "'■ ■■ ■ ■ ' - ' '■■•.-.• ■ -■ ■■ ■■-' \ ■■'

Steps should immediately be taken to .provide the Commission with the

highest political support in order to enhance its image so that it would be

better equipped to play an important role 'in the solution of the many other

economic problems facing the region.' ''■' His delegation was ready to examine at

the current session proposals to strengthen "the Commission so that it could

become an effective, instrument during the next 'decade'. It was not enough

to adopt resolutions which were not followed by action-'

His delegation was pleased1 to note that ECA was'placing the correct

emphasis- on trade - both between;; African countries and between'them and the

rest of the world - because' the future prosperity of Africa and of the .world

was dependent upon the expansion of world trade. ,
i

Tariffsdn the developed countries against'semi-processed and other goods

from developing countries retarded the'growth rateof'the latter's economies

and neutralized a large proportion of the foreign capital flowing into them*

It had been estimated that if the.terms of trade of 1&e^developing countries
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had improved by even one per cent per annum over the past ten years.-, it would'.

have resulted in an inflow and retention of capital resources which would havfe

made a greater impact on their, economy than;.the total volume of aid granted

during that period. The .BCA should continue to be closely .-associated with

■commodity price stabilization schemes and.accord them top prio.rity.

The African countries would continue to need capital.and technical assist

ance, from the more advanced countries to enable them to develop their economic

potentialities. He appealed to the aid-giving countries and agencies to re-

examine their parent .policies and ensure a continued flow of aid on more

liberal terms. Otherwise the developing countries would.become net exporters

of capital to the developed countries because of'their heavy debt.servicing

burdens. Some1 agencies had already initiated action to examine the role and

impact-of aid in Africa in order to ensure its better utilization, and the

eighth.session had requested, the Secretariat also to initiate studies to

examine-the problem from the point of view of the region. His delegation

hoped that all member States would participate at the appropriate level.in

the ministerial meeting to be convened during 1969 in accordance with resolu

tion HoBl69(VIli) so that the African region could make effective representa

tion to donor countries and agencies.

It welcomed the statements by the representatives of ECA and OAU regarding

the healthy co-operation which was. developing between the two institutions.,

which should be. encouraged and strengthened. It would support any .move to

rationalize the operations of . = the two organizations in order to eliminate ...

duplication of effort.

His delegation recommended that the .Commission should take an active

part in setting targets for the next Development Decade and in■ xmplmiiex.li:a-;

the programmes for their attainment. A minimum target should be to. double

the rate, the region's growth rate during the first Development Decade.

For many years Africa had been said to be at the cross-roads,- It was

time it decided .which road to take and moved -ahead. . : ,

The meeting-rose at 12=15 p.m. ■ . ■


